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Spirituality studies and practical theology share in common a number of features: attention to practices; importance of historical and social context; interdisciplinary methods; concern with cultivating faithful ways of life; interest in appropriation and transformation. At the same time, there are marked differences in emphasis, language, and sensibility. One example: practical theology, long a predominantly Protestant discipline, rarely engages mystical texts or experience, generally preferring hermeneutic philosophy, social science, and ethics as dialogue partners. While some recent writing takes steps to weave spirituality into a framework for practical theology, mysticism generally falls outside the scope of the discourse. Mystical authors and texts, on the other hand, feature prominently in Christian spirituality scholarship, which has been strongly shaped by Catholic authors. Can we traverse this divide between mysticism and practical theology? What fruitful new insights might emerge for both disciplines if we go down this road? What challenges might engagement with mystical texts and experience pose for practical theological methods?

Michel de Certeau (1925–1986) serves as a provocative, if often enigmatic, dialogue partner in this exploration. As an historian, philosopher, theologian, student of psychoanalysis, political commentator, linguist, urban thinker, cultural theorist, and social scientist, de Certeau demonstrates an enormous interdisciplinary range. He also brings a voice shaped by his Catholic, Jesuit formation, however increasingly distant he becomes from that identity. As historian Natalie Zemon Davis writes: “Though in North America Michel de Certeau is known only in the university world, in France he was a celebrity, viewed as a major cultural critic, an innovative historian of early modern religion, and a religious thinker who in his life and work pursued a particularly engaged, open, and generous form of Catholicism.” Hence, conversation with him may offer a contribution as well to the project of articulating distinct Catholic approaches to practical theology.

While de Certeau is known for his influence in spirituality studies, he is less drawn upon as a resource in practical theology, despite his important writing about practice and cultural studies. In this article, I will argue that dialogue with de Certeau’s work suggests several significant avenues for dialogue...
between spirituality studies and practical theology. De Certeau’s analyses of the practices of everyday life could well draw spirituality studies to greater attention to quotidian practice as the locus of our study. In this case, practical theologians would be natural interlocutors for spirituality scholars. Drawing upon de Certeau’s description of mysticism as social practice, I make a case for why practical theology, which typically has not engaged mystical texts, should do so. De Certeau’s analysis of the reading of historical texts, moreover, complexifies the tasks of appropriation and transformation that are integral to both practical theology and spirituality studies. Finally, I assert that his analysis of “mystic speech” and “practices of unsaying” suggest a needed corrective to practical theological method and discourse. While I raise some critical questions about the relationship between “unsaying” and prophetic voice, I follow David Tracy and others in arguing for the continuing development of a “mystical-prophetic” practical theology.
**TRANSFORMATIVE APPROPRIATION**

Spirituality studies are often described as self-implicating, leaving the scholar, teacher, and student vulnerable to transformation. Some have described an “appropriative method” in spirituality studies. So too, practical theology is concerned, among other things, with critical and transformative appropriation of historical traditions in and for contemporary contexts. As one moves from descriptive theology to historical theology within Don S. Browning’s four movements of a fundamental practical theology, for example, one asks: “What do the normative texts that are already part of our effective history really imply for our praxis when they are confronted as honestly as possible?”

According to Browning, this hermeneutical dialogue between the contemporary situation and historical tradition aims to guide action “toward social and individual transformation.”

De Certeau, however, problematizes the reading of history and historical texts, pointing to the rupture, ambiguity, excessiveness of the mystical experience in history. There is no simple act of translation or appropriation, as there is no simple act of reading religious experience in history. As the papers in this symposium demonstrate, de Certeau’s “sciences of the other” raise important questions about the reading of history, the elusive nature of religious speech, mystic poetics, and the wandering of “perpetual departure.” In her article, for example, Brenna Moore notes that de Certeau once described Christian mysticism as the practice of “awakening the dead for integration with the present,” and claimed that secular history, on the other hand, entailed distancing, “calming the dead,” ensuring that the past never intrudes into the present. Unlike his teacher Henri de Lubac, Moore claims, de Certeau grew increasingly skeptical about the possibility of awakening the dead.

These sorts of questions have significant implications for an appropriative method that aims to correlate tradition and situation with the aim of shaping and animating contemporary practice. Can the past be integrated in a life-giving way in the present? How do we need to think about this appropriative task, which is critical to the ongoing life of faith communities and traditions? While practical theologians are attentive to the complexity of the hermeneutical process, an engagement with *mystical* texts in history, following de Certeau, prompts new and even more complicated explorations of the dialogical venture. How does an “unsaying” text participate in such conversation? Might the practical theologian need a different kind of hermeneutical skill or sensibility in reading these texts in all their otherness and unique way of working with/playing with/creating/practicing language? De Certeau’s discussion of our relationship with mystical texts from the past—one that he describes in terms of exile, nostalgia, and irreducible difference—raises unsettling questions for any of us accustomed to the fourfold movement of practical theology, with
its plunge into historical theology and surfacing with systematic theological nuggets and transformative strategies to guide contemporary practice. When it comes to mystical texts the hermeneutical “conversation” is more elusive, fragmented, riddled, and silent than perhaps practical theologians have envisioned.

Practices of Everyday Life, Mysticism as Practice

In his book *The Practices of Everyday Life*, de Certeau examines the mechanisms of “la perruque” in ordinary culture—practices of resistance built into everyday operations of consumers. Rather than being merely passive within dominant systems and spaces of production, in fact consumers adopt a bricolage of *tactics* that interject “different interests and desires” into that space. De Certeau distinguishes these tactics, a kind of “making do” on the part of the weak, from *strategies*, the assertion by an entity with power and will of a “place that can be delimited as its own.”

He examines this distinction between strategies and tactics in a range of “everyday practices,” including speech, walking in the city, and reading, which he describes as “poaching.” In walking in the city, for example, one adopts to a certain degree the topographical landscape created and reflected in maps. Yet, the pedestrian also improvises—creating shortcuts and detours, going here and not there, as de Certeau puts it—and so “transform[s] or abandon[s] spatial elements.”

His analysis of everyday practices could well inform a turn to the quotidian in spirituality studies, which risks overemphasizing extraordinary experience and heroic spiritualities. While sociologists have done much to consider spirituality in everyday life, and some spirituality scholars have looked to family, nature, and city as key loci of spirituality, quotidian practice is still an area ripe for study, particularly from a theological approach. Here practical theologians would be useful interlocutors, as they have well developed theological theories of practice, culture, and context upon which to draw.

In some ways similar to his discussion of everyday practices, de Certeau describes mysticism in terms of practice. Indeed, he perceives the priority of practice as the precondition for doctrine in his reading of sixteenth and seventeenth century mysticism, a special interest of his. De Certeau writes that in this mysticism, practices precede, create the conditions for, doctrine: “What is essential, then, is not a body of doctrines (which was on the contrary the effect of their practices, and, especially, the product of later theological interpretations), but the epistemic foundation of a domain within which specific procedures are followed: a new space, with new mechanisms.”

De Certeau notes that sixteenth and seventeenth century mysticism arose in a “shattered Christendom” and within that larger condition of loss, most mystics also came from marginalized social groups, such as the *conversos* in Spain, or from communities ravaged by war, economic hardship, and social change. In a sense,
then, mystical tactics (procedures, practices, ways of acting) allow for the creation of new language and new space: “The mystics’ reinterpretation of the tradition is characterized by a set of procedures allowing a new treatment of language—of all contemporary language, not only the area delimited by theological knowledge or the corpus of patristic and scriptural works. It is ways of acting that guide the creation of a body of mystical writings.” Practice precedes text; doctrine follows practice. Further complicating the relationship between doctrine and practice, de Certeau highlights believing as a practice. He understands “belief” not as a thing, a doctrine or proposition, but as an act: “. . . I take ‘belief’ to mean not what is believed (a dogma, a programme, etc.), but the investiture of subjects in a proposition, the act of uttering it while holding it to be true—in other words, a ‘modality’ of the affirmation rather than its content.”

De Certeau’s analysis certainly suggests that a theory-to-practice application model was never adequate to mystical modes of acting. The practical theological insight of the 1980s finds deep echoes in the history of Christian spirituality.

De Certeau does use the category of “experience” as well in describing mysticism: “it is defined by the establishment of a place (the “I”) and by transactions (spirit); that is, by the necessary relation between the subject and the messages. The term ‘experience’ connotes this relation.” What is significant for our discussion is his mingling of the terms “experience” and “practice” in his discussion of mysticism and the fact that he clearly describes mysticism as a practice, and a social practice at that. As Philip Sheldrake argues: “his understanding of “mysticism” is always as a social rather than a purely personal, interior reality. . . . Mysticism is social not merely passively (that is, by being a reflection of a particular historical context) but also actively in that it affects and transforms the world and even self-consciously in that the major mystics set out to create new forms of discourse and new religious groups.”

De Certeau’s work here may help to clarify discussions about whether “experience” or “practice” is the object of spirituality study, about which there is a range of opinion in spirituality scholarship. So also in practical theology: while “practice” is a dominant category, authors such as Hans-Günter Heimbrock, Poling and Miller, and Ruard Ganzevoort appeal to “experience” or “lived religion” as the focus of study in practical theology. So too Latina scholars such as Ada Maria Isasi-Diaz, Nancy Pineda-Madrid, and Carmen Nanko-Fernandez point to lo cotidiano (which Pineda-Madrid calls “everyday life and experience”) as source and center of theologizing. De Certeau’s reading of sixteenth and seventeenth century mysticism makes clear that religious experience and practice are not mutually exclusive categories. Mysticism is not only interior experience but also social practice. De Certeau thus locates mysticism in terms familiar to practical theologians. If indeed mysticism is a social practice, surely
it is one upon which practical theology should reflect. This entails looking, for example, at the relationship between mysticism and social transformation, the shaping of faith communities, the formation of classic texts, religious leadership, and the dynamics of shaping a faithful way of life.18

**PRACTICES OF “UNSAYING”**

In reflecting on mysticism as practice, one must attend to the “practices of unsaying” that are integral to mystical discourse. In so doing, theology may open more to diverse forms of expression that point to what cannot be contained in language. De Certeau lamented the eclipsing of silence in a media culture, which distorts the practice of believing: “Nowadays there are too many objects for belief and not enough credibility. . . . The media change the profound silence of things into its opposite. Once constituted in secret, the real now jabbers away.”19 Here is not only sharp cultural critique, but perhaps also by extension, I would suggest, a warning for jabbering theologians: Where in all our “saying” is the profound silence of things? How do words eclipse or reveal the real?

De Certeau identifies a modern quest that is, I think, still relevant and challenging to all manner of theology: “the quest to discern in our earthly, fallen language the now inaudible Word of God.”20 Mysticism, in de Certeau’s understanding, points to what is not known, cannot be said. Sheldrake notes: “Precisely because mystical language tentatively engages with the absolute, it can only ‘say’ what is absolute or unbounded by, in de Certeau’s words, ‘eras-ing itself.’”21

De Certeau closely linked mysticism and poetics, with its strangeness, “excess of fire,” “deconstructing meaning and making it music.” By “saying nothing,” the poem “permits saying.”22 So too contemporary spirituality scholars continue to explore the practice of words—hearing the word, speaking a word from the margins, praying the word, writing what cannot be written, bearing the cost of words. Douglas Burton-Christie discusses the “cost of interpretation” in early monasticism, “the pervasive sense among the monks that language . . . had real power . . . To interpret a word meant striving to somehow realize it in one’s life and to be transformed by that realization.”23 Here there is resonance with de Certeau, who writes: “It is by taking words seriously, a life and death game in the body of language, that the secret of what they give is torn from them . . .”24 Bernard McGinn, tracing the language of “inner experience” and its critics within the traditions of Christian mysticism, writes: “This can serve to remind us that to speak of inner experience of God is just another example of the impossible but necessary task of all speaking about the unknowable God—an inherently contradictory activity, as mystics
of many traditions have insisted.”25 Mark Burrows draws upon de Certeau, Charles Winquist, and “apophatic[ally] eloquent” poets such as Rilke, Stevens, and Eliot, to move toward poetics as integral to theological thinking and writing: “An unpoetical theology renders the spiritual life as a largely verbal technique. . . . Poetics points through language toward the inarticulate, toward a transcendence not beyond but within speech.”26

This attention to practices of unsaying and the potentially transformative power of words is less prominent in practical theology, although there is some recent movement among both Protestant and Catholic scholars toward narrative theology, poetics, and aesthetics that is important to note. Heather Walton makes important contributions in relating poetics and practical theology. She also highlights Rebecca Chopp’s attention to the “poetics of testimony,” which, according to Walton, “is concerned with those aspects of human life that cannot be addressed at all within our usual registers and are currently ‘unspeakable.’”27 Pamela Couture questions why “pastoral theology has been strangely absent” from discussions of theology and the arts. She asserts that the traditionally strong connections between pastoral theology and ethics and pastoral theologians’ drive for “institutional legitimacy” have led scholars to neglect the arts as a significant part of their theoretical work.28 German Catholic practical theologian Norbert Mette points to the need for “the conceptual development of a practical theological theory of action which explicitly includes the aesthetic dimension,” as he also critiques a false pitting of an aesthetic approach from an understanding of practical theology as a science of action (the aesthetic dimension is, rather, “a constitutive moment of human action”).29 Latino Catholic scholar Roberto Goizueta argues that Latin American and U.S. Hispanic intellectual traditions emphasize “aesthetics, or aesthetic experience, as a key category for interpreting human action”—an important corrective to more instrumentalist understandings of praxis.30 One also can note Catholic practical theologian Terry Veling’s imaginative reading of practical theology as “dwelling poetically in the world.”31

Scholarship in practical theology then tends to prioritize theological argumentation and reasoned discourse, although there is some significant restlessness with the limitations of these modes of doing theology. Attention to alternate forms of expression, including poetics and practices of “unsaying” as modes of theological discourse, could contribute richly to practical theology and could be a critical point of dialogue between practical theology and spirituality studies.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PRACTICE OF PRACTICAL THEOLOGY: TOWARD A MYSTICAL-PROPHETIC PRACTICAL THEOLOGY

This discussion has implications for the formation of the practical theologian. How can the practical theologian read mystical texts without ears attuned deeply to both silence and the power of words, without ears to hear poetry, to hear how words say and “unsay”? Where—in our doctoral work, in collegial mentoring, in the pressures of the tenure clock and the hectic pace of academic culture—do we learn to write poetically, to contemplate, to practice saying and unsaying? Theology that seeks to be transformative needs to develop imagination and methods of listening to distant texts from the tradition, listening to and playing with words that “unspeak” what they seek to reveal. As Sheldrake notes in a discussion about the potential of mysticism to renew theology: “The mystical tradition in fact invites theologians to cultivate a degree of conceptual ‘silence’ and to re-engage their analysis with contemplation and imagination.”32 How might our words “unsay,” hold within themselves a silence that effaces speech? Can such a practice (tactic?) be possible within the dominating structures (strategies?) of academic theology?

Drawing upon de Certeau in dialogue with spirituality studies and developing work in practical theology opens up these interesting paths of exploration. However, I also would raise a critical question about the potentially liberating and potentially oppressive risks of “practices of unsaying.” As marginal practice, mysticism and mystical writing stands to confront power, authority, and self-congratulatory certainty. At its best, mysticism is liberative—in the words of Catholic theologian M. Shawn Copeland, mysticism entails, like all holy paths, “keen attentiveness to the situations of human others and of the world. . .”33 And yet, feminist, womanist, and Latina authors also remind us that the mystical path entails a complicated journey; talk of the “no-self,” the self being absorbed into the Other . . . this is fraught with danger in Nancy Pineda-Madrid’s words, “in light of the many who know a world set on curing them of the ‘sin of being.’”34 Similarly, I would ask: when do “practices of unsaying” risk undermining a prophetic voice?

David Tracy’s address to the International Academy of Practical Theology in 2009 aptly expressed the deep intuition that mysticism, aesthetics, and prophecy cannot be separated: “The emphasis on the ethical-political in contemporary practical theology continues the prophetic center of Judaism, Christianity and Islam. At the same time, however, I now wish I had also emphasized in that early article [1983] a further need for correlational practical theology: a theological correlation with the aesthetic, the contemplative-metaphysical and the several spiritual traditions of Christianity.” We have yet to realize this vision of an “aesthetic-ethical correlation” toward the end
of developing not simply prophetic but rather “mystical-prophetic practical theologies.”34 I suggest that this vision is well worth speaking and “unsaying” into being.
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